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 The whole thing seems to be working just fine, except this one annoyance: when I hover over the task manager icon it says that the windows task manager process is running under the VMware logo and that it is a "process controller for Microsoft Windows". In fact this process is just a proxy in order to reach the real one, which is another x64 window (what happens is that Windows remembers the
state of the vmware task manager) which is the real process. The problem is that it seems that the task manager does not remember the state of its real process (the window with the VM logo) and when I close the proxy process (which is itself a process, it has a name like proxy.exe) the vmware task manager icon stops displaying the VM logo and instead of that displays an icon for the vmware task

manager, just like it used to do before I installed this proxy process. I found this process in C:\Users\me\AppData\Local\Temp\VMware\App\vmware-tcm.exe and it seems to be associated with "VMware Management Agents Service" and "VMware FMW.exe" in the proccesses tab in the Task Manager. I do not know how to get rid of this process and have always had it and I cannot figure out why and
how I need it. I assume that this is somehow related to the fact that this machine is connected to a virtualization environment and possibly is something related to being connected to VMware. I already tried to remove the virtual machine and re-install it (without success) and also to remove the VMware software from the Microsoft update (without success). The proxy process is not in the list of

processes to be removed from the Windows update but I am pretty sure that I cannot make it remove automatically since I am not sure what it is. I would really like to get rid of this process because I have had a lot of troubles using the vmware product in this machine and the last troubles I had to fix were related to this annoying bug that persists even after the virtual machine was removed from the
machine. Any help is much appreciated. PS: I have a dual boot with Windows 8.1 and Ubuntu and I would really prefer to keep Ubuntu. A: I fixed it. The solution was to disable the Windows firewall and it seems that this firewall was blocking the execution of the proxy.exe process. I do not know why it was blocking it. I do not know if this is 82157476af
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